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Why Springer eBooks in Political 
Science and International Relations 
Collection?
Since 1842 Springer has led the way in publishing the latest scientific research. Its books and 
journals have played an instrumental part in progressing key areas of science and are read 
by millions of scientists, researchers, students and educators across the academic and corpo-
rate worlds. With such a significant publishing legacy, Springer is home to many of the 
world’s foremost researchers. 

With the inclusion of Palgrave Macmillan’s titles, the Springer eBook collection has been 
strengthened by a strong collection of books in Political Science and International Relations.

Including high quality content from Palgrave
The Political Science and International Relations collection is a new package, starting with 
the copyright year 2016. Books published prior to 2016 in Political Science and International 
Relations are primarily available through the Palgrave Political Science and Palgrave Interna-
tional Relations and Development collections. 

In addition a number of titles are included in the Springer Humanities and Social Sciences 
and Law collection.

Featuring a unique range of the field's most well-known authors, Palgrave's leading Political 
Science and international relations Collection offers an interdisciplinary insight into the 
constantly shifting world of political and policy studies. Students, researchers and  
professionals will find within this ground-breaking collection an outstanding selection of 
subject-defining reference works and cutting edge research monographs covering the 
breadth of British, European and Comparative Political Science, Public Policy, Political  
Theory and Psychology. 

Following the influential debates and theories that shape policy and action around the 
world, this multifaceted collection offers unrivalled coverage of the field, including  
International Relations, International Political Economy, Security, Military and Defence 
Studies, Peace and Conflict Studies, Environmental Studies and Area Studies. We also publish 
a range of high-quality and innovative titles with a strong focus on the global South, 
including International Development, Gender Studies, Childhood Studies and NGOs.

From the award-winning Palgrave Studies in European Union Politics series to the new and 
rapidly expanding research on public policy, readers can expect the truly global perspective 
and trademark academic excellence which defines this market-leading collection.

Works by outstanding scholars include Fixing Drugs by Sue Pryce, A Political History of Two 
Irelands by Brian Walker, Antimilitarism by Cynthia Cockburn, The Palgrave Handbook of 
EU-Asia Relations by Thomas Christiansen, Philomena Murray and Emil Kirchner, The Politics 
of Public Sector Reform by Michael Burton, The Palgrave Handbook of Social Democracy in 
the European Union l and Teaching Politics and International Relations by Simon Lightfoot 
and Cathy Gormley-Heenan.

Furthermore, we are delighted to announce that a number of our titles recently won the 
Choice Award for Outstanding Academic Titles, incl. Fukushima: Impacts and Implications  
by David Elliott, Tragedy and International Relations edited by Toni Erskine and Richard Ned 
Lebow as well as Nigeria Since Independence: Forever Fragile? by Jonathan Hill.
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Key titles and book series in the collection include:

Stay informed of the latest information 
springer.com/alerts

Results  
matter

 • Palgrave Studies in European Union 
Politics

 • Governance and Public Management

 • Gender and Politics

 • Europe in Transition

 • American Foreign Policy in the 21st 
Century

 • Environmental Politics and Theory

 • The Evolving American Presidency

 • Public Sector Organizations

 • Studies of the Americas

 • International Political Communication

 • Middle East Today

 • International Political Economy

 • Palgrave Studies in International  
Relations

 • New Security Challenges

 • Global Public Diplomacy

 • Energy, Climate and the Environment

 • Rethinking International  
Development

 • Critical Studies of the Asia-Pacific

 • Non-Governmental Public Action

 • Governance and Limited Statehood

 • Global Issues

Choose Springer, Because Results Matter.
Springer users are at the heart of our publishing ethos. Our reputation for publishing trusted 
research is equally matched by our reputation for providing the tools to help make the 
research process as streamlined as possible. Springer has always been ‘content led’ with a 
firmly established reputation among librarians and researchers around the world. We not 
only provide the most authoritative content to support your research, but invest in the  
technologies and latest delivery mechanisms so that the information you need is quickly 
accessible and easily integrated into your workflows. 

The SpringerLink platform combines speed with technical innovation while its responsive 
design allows for optimal browsing on a desktop, tablet or phone. Simple and powerful 
search options allow for quick searching or for the most complex of search strings to be 
created and browse lists enable users to drill down the content by discipline. 

Content on SpringerLink is interconnected and search results include related documents  
to widen searches and help deepen knowledge of the subject area. Other features that 
enhance the research process include:

 • No DRM for maximum flexibility and accessibility 

 • Auto suggest for search terms 

 • “Look inside” option to preview content before selecting it for further investigation 

 • Ability to download content directly from the search results

 • Ability to refine search results from within the results page 

 • Filters for even more precise results

 • ePub available

Springer also works with all the major search engines, link resolvers and abstracts and 
indexing services so that vital research is widely discoverable regardless of a user’s search 
path or access point. And you can stay informed of the latest information for your specialty 
by signing up to SpringerAlerts: springer.com/alerts. 
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http://springer.com/alerts
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http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/browse/listsubseries?subseries=Palgrave+Studies+in+International+Relations&order_by=publish-date
http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/browse/listsubseries?subseries=Palgrave+Studies+in+International+Relations&order_by=publish-date
http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/browse/listsubseries?subseries=New+Security+Challenges&order_by=publish-date
http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/browse/advancedsearchresults?rSeries=Global+Public+Diplomacy
http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/browse/advancedsearchresults?rSeries=Energy%2C+Climate+and+the+Environment
http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/browse/listsubseries?subseries=Rethinking%20International%20Development%20series&order_by=publish-date
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http://www.palgraveconnect.com/pc/browse/advancedsearchresults?rSeries=Governance+and+Limited+Statehood
http://springer.com/alerts
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Read online or in print, the choice is yours 
Publishing the best quality research to support your own work is paramount to everything 
we do but we also recognize that our users want choice in the way this research is presented 
to them.

Springer meets individual research needs by providing the option to work with books online 
or in print. Online tools include the ability to export citations to your reference manager of 
choice while Springer’s MyCopy service lets you order a personal soft cover edition of books 
for just 24.99. For more information, please visit springer.com/mycopy. 

Easy collection management 
Springer eBooks in Political Science and International Relations can also be easily  
integrated into library systems and catalogs via free MARC records available directly from 
Springer or through OCLC WorldShare. Additionally, COUNTER-compliant usage statistics 
keep libraries informed of usage for budget and reporting purposes. 

Springer eBook Collections
Springer’s eBook collection delivers complete access to the largest collection of scientific, 
technical and medical publications available today. 

Springer’s eBook Collection uses the portability, searchability, and unparalleled ease of 
access, readable on any device. 

 • Online access to nearly 200,000 titles, with thousands of new books added yearly

 • Fully indexed by major search engines, link resolvers and discovery services

 • No DRM – no restrictions on downloading and printing

 • Free (OCLC) MARC records available

 • COUNTER compliant usage statistics

 • ePub available

Integrated and Simplified 
Springer eBooks are available on SpringerLink, an integrated platform of nearly 9 million 
documents spanning the universe of scientific research. Content on SpringerLink is easily 
discovered and accessed; all Springer text is indexed by Google and other major search 
engines and fully integrated with all major link resolvers, including Summon and SFX. And 
because Springer content is accessible through SpringerLink, all eBooks are cross-search-
able with other Springer resources including journals, reference works and protocols. 

No DRM Limitations 
Springer eBooks do not include any Digital Rights Management (DRM), which means greater 
flexibility and usability for library patrons. With no DRM limitations, patrons can easily access 
their content anytime, anywhere. And with the SpringerLink’s web responsive design, users 
can access content from their mobile device through an interface optimized for locating and 
reading text on smaller screens. Springer eBooks are available under a wide range of  
business models through carefully selected partners. Visit springer.com/ebooks for more 
information on availability and sales.

For more information visit  
springer.com/ebooks

For more information see  
springer.com/mycopy

Springer eBooks in Political Science and International Relations link.springer.com

http://springer.com/mycopy.
http://springer.com/ebooks
http://springer.com/ebooks
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Springer Book Archives 
Great minds don’t go out-of-print – they go online! 
 • Around 110,000 STM eBooks, dating back to the 1840s 

 • Available through MyCopy

Springer has a long history of publishing significant books that have helped to train and 
inform generations of researchers. As part of our ongoing commitment to the scientific 
community, Springer invested in a major initiative: The Springer Book Archives – around 
110,000 high-quality books dating from 2004 back to the 1840s, available on SpringerLink 
and in print. 

The Springer Book Archives link the past, present and future of scholarly research with 
anytime, anywhere access. Via SpringerLink, researchers will have easy access to books by 
the finest minds in science, many previously unavailable in electronic format. Eminent 
authors in the collection include luminaries such as Rudolf Diesel, Paul Ehrlich and more.
Please visit springer.com/bookarchives for more information

Springer's MyCopy: eBook printed for just 24.99
Students & researchers may order their own personal, printed copy of an eBook for 24.99, 
including shipping & handling. This service is available to Institutions who have purchased 
one or more eBook collections. MyCopy is available in selected countries. Please check  
springer.com/mycopy for more information.

Tens of thousands of books are included in the MyCopy program

 • Cutting-edge Print on Demand (POD) technology

 • Each book is branded as a MyCopy book with a color cover and black & white book 
content. All illustrations are monochrome.

 • Including Springer Book Archives

Find out more
To find out more about Springer eBooks in Political Science and International  
Relations or one of Springer’s 19 other subject collections, please visit  
springer.com/ebooks or contact your local licensing manager directly:  
springer.com/salescontacts.

For more information visit  
springer.com/bookarchives 

For more information visit  
springer.com/mycopy

Contact your local licensing manager 
directly: springer.com/salescontacts

Quick Facts

 • Over 400 titles in 2016

 • Purchase model 

 • No DRM 

 • Free MARC Records 

 • MyCopy print on demand 

 • Packages include SpringerReferences

 • Included in Digital Preservation  
initiatives
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Flexible Licensing Options
Cost-Effective Purchase Models and Pricing for Libraries, 
Large and Small 
Libraries are facing an explosion of content and dramatic changes in the way that library 
patrons discover and interact with electronic resources. Simultaneously, libraries are under 
pressure to defend budgets as institutions look to reduce costs. In this environment, the 
librarians’ ability to rapidly sift through vast pools of information to make smart choices on 
relevant content for their patrons is an ever more valuable service. 

With fewer resources at their disposal, libraries are increasingly turning to eBooks to improve 
service levels to patrons. eBooks are a cost-effective solution for libraries of all sizes. With 
lower administrative costs and no physical space requirements, eBooks allow libraries to 
grow their collections with minimal collateral cost. Springer eBooks deliver the critical 
content that patrons seek. Springer consistently publishes the latest, up-to-date research 
and specialist titles in key subject areas. The collections offer libraries a cost effective option 
to deliver quality in depth. In addition to the latest research, Springer collections also 
provide access to works from prior years that are often highly valuable to researchers. 

White Papers
Springer understands the importance of measuring the value eBooks provide to an  
organization. We have a number of whitepapers addressing a variety of eBook topics, 
including one specifically on eBooks Return on Investment (RoI). No matter what kind of 
institution your library supports, Springer and our research partners will continue to focus 
on providing evidence of the value of eBook collections. White Papers on eBooks  
springer.com/whitepapers 

Business Models & Availability 
Springer eBooks are available directly from Springer or through participating booksellers, 
subscription agents and online partners. 

Direct Purchase 
To purchase directly from Springer, visit springer.com/salescontacts to find your local 
Springer representative. Subscriber access is gained through IP verification for institutions 
and passwords/usernames for individuals and society members. 

Superior customer service; comprehensive information management, cost efficiency and 
return on investment. Your Springer licensing manager can provide all the necessary infor-
mation on current purchase options for the Springer eBook collections.

Digital Preservation
With the cooperation of third parties, such as CLOCKSS and Portico, the long-term survival of 
the eBooks for the benefit of the greater global research community is also ensured. 

White Papers on eBooks  
springer.com/whitepapers 

For more information visit springer.com/salescontacts
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